
luxury cinema seating solutions







SIENA:

Siena seats upholstered in genuine black Italian topic leather with contrast stitching.
Featuring a dual motorised relax system allowing independant movement of footrest and backrest.
Straight row configuration with extra cushions matching the acoustic wall treatment. 

MATIZ:

Matiz sofa upholstered in Italian Alcantara® with contrast stitching.
Featuring a dual motorised relax system allowing independant movement of footrest, backrest and headrest.
Curved row configuration with love seats and sweet spot single seat in the middle of the room. 





MATIZ

At some point in your life you don’t want to make any more compromises. 
Why choose when you can have it all: a luxurious sofa that uplifts your interior with a 
sense of elegance and allure, and at the same time provides an ergonomically designed 
seating experience. 





SIENA

Sit, relax, recline into your personal position and enjoy the movie ...

SIENA

Endless seating configurations ...



MILAN

Hi-end 3D render for a project in Georgia. 
Featuring 2 straight rows of Milan seats 
in black Italian topic leather with white 
contrast stitching and steel cupholders.

The walls are finished with our Antwerp 
diamond acoustic panels in a suede fabric.

MILAN

A steel motorised wall away relax system 
and a manual adjustable headrest offer 
all the comfort you need while watching 
your favorite movies ...



model: Milan



AMALFI

Our Amalfi cinema seat is uniquely designed with supreme luxury and comfort in mind.
A dual motorised zero gravity mechanism, guarantees the perfect personalised seating 
position.



DUNE

“No one ever made a difference by being like everyone else”

An exciting all new design concept. The DUNE allows you to create endless 
seating layouts and is also available without armrests, if required.
Use our small metal tables and cupholders for drinks and enjoy watching a 
favourite movie together.

The DUNE features a 2 motor mechanism, an electric adjustable headrest, 
seat and footrest. Also available as a chaise longue.



SAVONA

RASIKE’s luxurious sofa, available in a wide range 
of superb quality fabrics.

Your seating solution for living room or sofa style home cinema.



BB

A luxurious shaped bean bag.

Now you can add extra seats to your home cinema for kids 
and visitors. Want to play video games? These will be great 
to place in front of the seats and add gaming accessories like 
steering wheel and pedals.

TERNI

Add our Terni stool to the back of your cinema room.
Extra seats to enjoy sports with friends and family.

Available as stool and barstool.



“Our furniture is made with love so fall in love with it” 
Kevin Hellemans

Our RASIKE seats combine design with solid seat quality and comfort of the highest standard.
The passion and craftsmanship in producing our seats are passed down from generation to generation.
Years of experience, passion of the craft and continuous innovation have led to the most efficient and 
high quality production.
In order to guarantee this high quality, all of our superb fabrics and leathers are tested in house for 
lightfastness, pilling and wearability. 
By maintaining this close attention to detail, we create beautiful bespoke furniture with longevity built-in.
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